Skin care pros are ready and waiting for your next project at
MakeUp in NewYork!

Always attentive to the market, new trends and consumer needs, MakeUp in
NewYork is very happy to offer, any guest in need of expertise or launching
products, a selection of manufacturers specialising in makeup and skin care
products.
Come and discover them next week, September 11 & 12, at Center 415 in
Manhattan.

B.kolormakeup & skincare, always attentive to innovation and to a
makeup constantly linked to skin care. A twenty-year evolutionary
experience that puts more and more emphasis on facial and body
treatment products with scientificity and creativity, leading it to realize
concepts and textures that have an aura of excellence proved by the
numerous awards that over the past two years have made it a leader in
innovation in the world of skin care.
A skin care that looks to the future through a mix of naturalness and
scientific performance with sensory-functional concepts to be
discovered, using the most complex and microbial elements of the
marine world, revmping the simple naturalness of the CBD, in search of
what it is more sustainable by embellishing it and incorporating it in
unique and sophisticated structures.
All this and much more, together with six collections of new make-up
proposals, is what you discover and experience at the B.kolormakeup &
skincare stand in the Makeup setting in NewYork.
At Cosmetica we are carving out our place as the go-to trendsetter in
custom cosmetic development and manufacturing. Maintaining a fine
balance between art and technology, we inspire and create product for
globally renowned beauty brands that are looking for the ideal partner
in the creation and execution of innovative, high quality product.
We offer an unparalleled array of turnkey services including but not
limited to, Product Development, R&D development, QA/QC services,
Client services and manufacturing solutions.
Sanwa WINGS Co., Ltd. has been offering contracted manufacturing
and private labelling services of skincare, body care cosmetics and
transparent soap to major and independent brands in Japan and abroad
for over 59 years.
We have multiple research facilities and production lines to ensure we
can cater to each and every customer’s requests. We offer a wide range
of stock formulations with clear concept designs and strengths that is
ready to manufacture. We also take pride in our R&D’s capabilities to
provide customized formulations from zero or existing formulations. Let
us know what you would like and we will make it happen.
At our booth, we will have a wide spectrum of skincare, body care and
hair care varieties on display. We will be providing sample testing and
provide all the savoir-faire about Japanese cosmetics.
Our representatives and I will be there to answer any questions you may
have about our services.

Discover the podcast BEAUTY IS YOUR BUSINESS

Annie Jackson and Dawn Dobras of Credo - Leadership in Clean Beauty
Retailing
https://mmn.one/biyb-credo
What happens when two women who have played pivotal roles at in scaling disruptive industry leaders
join forces to lead the way of the future for clean beauty retailing? You get Credo, and Dawn Dobras and
Annie Jackson have brought that powerful momentum with them as they remain on the cutting edge—with an eye on innovation, customer experience, and the new face of the beauty consumer. Annie and
Dawn join Karen Moon on "Beauty Is Your Business" podcast to share the story of Credo, including
insights on achieving inspiring success and navigating through daunting challenges, and how 90% off the
brands at Credo are owned or led by women.

The 3 hot news selected by the MakeUp in Team*:
Millie Bobby Brown Is Launching Her Own Beauty Brand For Gen Z
https://www.elle.com/uk/beauty/make-up/a28757910/millie-bobby-brown-launchingbeauty-brand/
Deliveroo branches out into cosmetics with benefit deal
https://www.globalcosmeticsnews.com/deliveroo-branches-out-into-cosmetics-withbenefit-deal/
Selena Gomez Is is joining the celebrity beauty club.
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/beauty/a28691718/selena-gomez-beauty-makeup-line/
* let us know which one is yours.....

